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Abstract. Internet-of-Things (IoT) systems are considered one of the
most notable examples of complex, large-scale systems. Some authors
have proposed visual programming (VP) approaches to address part of
their inherent complexity. However, in most of these approaches, the
orchestration of devices and system components is still dependent on
a centralized unit, preventing higher degrees of dependability. In this
work, we perform a systematic literature review (SLR) of the current
approaches that provide visual and decentralized orchestration to define
and operate IoT systems, reflecting upon a total of 29 proposals. We
provide an in-depth discussion of these works and find out that only four
of them attempt to tackle this issue as a whole, although still leaving a
set of open research challenges. Finally, we argue that addressing these
challenges could make IoT systems more fault-tolerant, with an impact
on their dependability, performance, and scalability.

Keywords: Internet-of-Things · Orchestration · Visual Programming ·
Decentralized Computation · Large-Scale Systems

1 Introduction

The Internet-of-Things (IoT) comprises many devices with a wide range of ca-
pabilities, directly or indirectly connected to the Internet. This allows them to
transfer, integrate, analyze and act according to data generated among them-
selves [11]. IoT systems use devices at an unprecedented scale, with applications
ranging from mission-critical to entertainment and commodity solutions [14].

The widespread usage of IoT led to a mostly uncontrollable and ever-growing
heterogeneity of devices, differing in computational power, protocols, and archi-
tectures, comprising a large-scale and distributed (geographically and logically)
system of systems. These characteristics raise many development challenges in
guaranteeing their scalability, maintainability, security, and dependability [56].
Consequently, the active pursuit of reducing the complexity and technical knowl-
edge needed to configure and adapt such systems to their needs (from manufac-
turing floor automation to smart home system customization) eventually led to
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the exploration of low-code [10, 20] and conversational approaches [36]. Visual
programming (VP) approaches (model- or mashup-based) provide such means
via the arrangement of visual elements, which are then automatically trans-
lated into executable artifacts, by leveraging some kind of a Visual Programming
Language [45, 13, 20]. One of the most popular approaches is Node-RED [39, 34],
which provides both a visual editor and a run-time environment for IoT systems.

Most VP solutions (Node-RED included) provide a centralized approach
(which can be either on-premises or cloud-based) where the main component
transforms and processes most of the computation on data provided by edge
and fog devices. Consequences of this approach are well-known: (1) single point
of failures, (2) violation of data boundaries (private, technological, and politi-
cal), and (3) unused edge computational power. Recent research effort put in Fog
and Edge Computing [54, 20] focus on solving these by leveraging the resources
available in lower-tier devices to improve overall dependability [46, 24, 23, 22],
performance [44], scalability, observability [52], and reproducibility [19, 21].

In this paper we present a systematic literature review (SLR) on VP ap-
proaches for IoT, focusing on those related to orchestration of multiple com-
ponents. Our initial search yielded 2698 results across three different scientific
databases. We refined this selection with inclusion and exclusion criteria, result-
ing in 21 papers. Through snowballing and taking into account previous (non-
systematic) surveys, we found 8 new works, resulting in 28 approaches across 22
papers. We compared their characteristics, including scope, architecture, scala-
bility, and VP paradigms. We then carried out an in-depth analysis on the subset
that provided mechanisms for decentralized computation.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the
methodology used in this research, Section 3 presents the results of the literature
review, followed by an in-depth analysis of the current alternative for visual IoT
decentralized orchestration in Section 4. An overview of the current issues and
research challenges, and some final remarks, is given in Section 5.

2 Literature Review Methodology

This work follows a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) methodology to gather
information on the state of the art of VP applied to the IoT paradigm, with a
particular emphasis on orchestration concerns. The goal of a systematic literature
review is to synthesize evidence with emphasis on its quality [43]. We started
by defining the research questions to be answered and choosing data sources to
search for publications. We outlined the following research questions (RQ):

RQ1. What are the relevant VP approaches applied to distributed computation
and orchestration in IoT? Using VPs to make IoT development easier for
the end-user is a common go-to approach. However, we argue that there is
a scarcity of those that provide decentralized approaches;

RQ2. What architectures and tiers characterize the approaches found in RQ1?
IoT systems can target one or more tiers, as well as be implemented in a
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Table 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria.

ID Criterion
E

x
cl

u
si

o
n

EC1 Not written in English.
EC2 Presents just ideas, tutorials, integration experimentation, magazine pub-

lications, interviews, or discussion papers.
EC3 Does not address multiple devices’ orchestration.
EC4 Has less than two (non-self) citations when more than five years old.
EC5 Duplicated articles.
EC6 Articles in a format other than camera-ready (PDF).

In
cl

u
si

o
n IC1 Must be on the topic of VP in IoT.

IC2 Contributions, challenges, and limitations are detailed.
IC3 Research findings include sufficient explanation on how the approach works.
IC4 Publication year in the range between 2008 and 2019.

centralized or decentralized architecture. A VP tool applied to IoT can fa-
cilitate the development of systems that operate and distribute computing
tasks among the available tiers. Each tier and type of architecture offers ad-
vantages and disadvantages; understanding these characteristics is essential
to understand how they can be used;

RQ3. What was the evolution of VP approaches applied to IoT over the years
focusing on its decentralized operation? To understand the field of VP applied
to IoT, more specifically, its visually-defined decentralized operation, it is
essential to perceive its evolution.

((vpl OR visual programming OR visual -programming) OR

(node -red OR node red OR nodered) OR (data -flow OR

dataflow)) AND (iot OR internet -of-things)

Listing 1.1. Search query for relevant literature on IEEEXplore, ACM DL and Scopus.

Answering these questions will provide valuable insights for both practition-
ers (in terms of summarizing the current practices on the usage of VP method-
ologies for IoT orchestration are) and researchers (showing current challenges
and issues that can be further researched). We follow the criteria detailed in
Table 1 and outlined in Fig. 1. Three popular and reputable scientific databases
were used, namely IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, and Scopus. Listing 1.1
shows the query we used to convey the most probable keywords to appear in our
target candidates, including popular variants. This search was performed in Oc-
tober 2019, and the results can be seen in the first step of Fig. 1. The evaluation
process of the publications then followed eight steps:

1. Automatic Search: Run the query string in the different scientific databases
and gather results;

2. Filtering (EC1, IC4, and EC6 ): Publications are selected regarding its
(1) language, being limited to the ones written in the English language,
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(2) publication date, being limited to the ones published between 2008 and
2019, and (3) publication status, being selected only the ones that are pub-
lished in their final versions (camera-ready PDF format);

3. Filtering to remove duplicates (EC5 ): The selected papers are filtered
to remove duplicated entries;

4. Filtering by Title and Abstract (EC2–EC4, and IC1–IC3 ): Selected pa-
pers are revised by taking into account their Title and Abstract, by observing
the (1) stage of the research, only selecting papers that present approaches
with sufficient explanation, some experimental results, and discussion on the
paper contributions, challenges, and limitations, (2) contextualization with
recent literature, filtering papers that have less than two (non-self) citations
when more than five years old, and (3) leverages the use of visual notations
for orchestrating and operating multi-device systems;

5. Filtering by Introduction and Conclusions (EC2–EC4, and IC1–IC3 ):
The same procedure of the previous point is followed but taking into con-
sideration the Introduction and Conclusion sections of the papers;

6. Selected Papers Analysis: Selected papers are grouped, and surveys are
separated; their content is analyzed in detail;

7. Survey Expansion: For surveys found, the enumerated approaches are
analyzed and filtered, taking into account their scope and checking if they
are not duplicates of the currently selected papers;

8. Wrapping: Works gathered from the Selected Papers Analysis (individual
papers) and the Survey Expansion are presented and discussed.

The total number of publications was 2698, 22 of each were selected (cf.
Fig. 1). One was a survey [47] (pointing to 8 new works), and the others presented
approaches relevant for our RQs.

3 Results

From the 22 publications, 28 different approaches were analyzed and distributed
among categories, according to several characteristics:

Automatic 
Search

Filtering
(EC!, IC", EC#)

Filtering
(EC$)

Filtering by Intro and 
Conclusions

(EC%-", IC!-&)

Filtering by Title and 
Abstract

(EC%-", IC!-&)
IEEE "%'

ACM %("%$(

Scopus $$&

IEEE &)(

ACM %'%!

Scopus $''

Total %('' %#%#

#$

Selected Paper 
Analysis

%%
Survey’s Expansion

* approaches

%!

!
End

%% (of which %* approaches)

Start

Total %($%&%

Fig. 1. Pipeline overview of the SLR Protocol.
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1. Scope. Some approaches have specific use cases in mind. Therefore, knowl-
edge of a tool’s scope helps assess if it solves a problem or fills a specific gap
in the literature. Example values consist of Smart Cities, Home Automation,
Education, Industry or Several if there is more than one;

2. Architecture. VP approaches applied to IoT can have a centralized or de-
centralized architecture, based on their use of Cloud, Fog, or Edge Comput-
ing architecture. Possible values are Centralized, Decentralized, and Mixed ;

3. License. The license of software or tool is essential in terms of its usability.
Normally, an open-source software reaches a bigger user base, allowing ev-
eryone to expand and contribute to it. Possible values are the name of the
tool license or N/A if it does not have one;

4. Tier. IoT systems are composed of three tiers — Cloud, Fog, and Edge. A
tool can interact in several of these, shaping its features and how it is built;

5. Scalability. Defines how the tool or framework scales. It can be calculated
based on metrics used to test the performance of the system. We consid-
ered scalability in terms of number and different types of devices supported.
Possible values are low, medium, high, or N/A if information not sufficient;

6. Programming. According to Downes and Boshernitsan [9], VPs can be clas-
sified in five (possibly overlapping) categories: (1) Purely visual languages,
(2) Hybrid text and visual systems, (3) Programming-by-example systems,
(4) Constraint-oriented systems and (5) Form-based systems. It is impor-
tant to know which type so that it might be possible to assess the type of
experience the tool provides to the user and its architecture;

7. Web-based. Defines if the VP and/or environment can be used in a browser.
It is useful in terms of the usability of the tool.

The resulting categorization is depicted in Table 2. Some key takeaways
are easily observable, namely: (1) most approaches use a centralized architec-
ture, (2) the hybrid visual-textual programming paradigm is predominant, and
(3) most approaches are web-based. The extended findings and their categoriza-
tion is presented in Table 3, following the same previously defined categories.

3.1 Analysis and Discussion

The approaches presented in this SLR passed the evaluation process defined in
Section 2. Approaches supporting only one device or extending an existent VPL
by applying it to IoT were left out. From the resulting ones, we analyzed the
following aspects:

Domain. The surveyed approaches target different domains: six were specific
to home automation, four to education, three to specific domains, and one
for the industry; the remainder 14 had a wide range of use cases;

Architecture. Sixteen have a centralized architecture, three are decentralized,
and the remaining nine do not present enough information on this topic;

License Most did not mention a license; those that did were mostly open-source
(e.g., GPL v2, GPL v3, Apache v2 and LGPL v3);
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Table 2. VP approaches applied to IoT and their characteristics. Small circles (•)
mean yes, hyphens (-) means no information available, empty means no.

Tool Scope8 Centralized License Tier Scalability Programming Web-based

Belsa et al. [5] * • - Cloud High Hybrid •
Ivy [25] * • - Cloud Medium7 Purely visual
Ghiani et al. [29] HA • - Cloud - Form-based •
ViSiT [2] * • - Cloud High Hybrid •
Valsamakis et al. [53] AAL • - Cloud - Hybrid •
WireMe [42] EDU, HA • - Cloud - Hybrid
VIPLE [17] EDU • - Cloud - Hybrid
Smart Block [4] HA • - Cloud - Hybrid •
PWCT [28] * • GPL v2 -1 High Hybrid
DDF [31] - Apache v2 Fog High Hybrid •
GIMLE [51] IND • - Cloud High Hybrid •
DDFlow [41] SEC - Fog/Edge - Hybrid •
Kefalakis et al. [35] - • LGPL v33 Cloud - Hybrid
Eterovic et al. [26] HA -4 - - - Hybrid -
FRED [8] * • -5 Cloud High Hybrid •
WoTFlow [7] - - Fog/Edge - Hybrid •
Besari et al. [6] [49] EDU • - Cloud - Hybrid
CharIoT [50] HA •6 - Cloud/Edge6 High6 Form-based •
Desolda et al. [18] SM - - - - Hybrid
Eun et al. [27] HA • - - - Form-based •
1 Used for several purposes, did not specify the tier it is located in regarding IoT.
2 Since it uses Node-RED, this information was based on its architecture.
3 Under the same license of OpenIoT.
4 No information w.r.t the architecture of the environment created, only the VPL.
5 No information about the license is given, but further research discovered that it had paid
plans and no source code available.

6 CharIoT uses the Giotto stack [1] from where we retrieved this information.
7 Certainty regarding this information is low.
8 Several (*), Home Automation (HA), Ambient Assisted Living (AAL), Education (EDU),
Industry (IND), Security (SEC), and Smart Museums (SM).

Scalability. The majority do not consider scalability (e.g. the number of devices
they were tested with); those that do, claim high scalability;

Programming. 22 employ a hybrid text and visual system VP paradigm, while
three use a purely visual, and the other three a form-based one;

Web-based. The majority of analyzed approaches are web-based. One tool did
not specify the environment, only mentioned being a VPL.

The following paragraphs present an evolution-over-time analysis and at-
tempt to give an answer to the aforementioned research questions.

Evolution Analysis To understand the evolution of VP approaches applied
to IoT, we analyzed the years when the selected papers were published and
the surveyed approaches launched. Fig. 2 clearly display an increased trend in
research during the last years.

Research Questions The research questions presented in Section 2 served to
direct this SLR and obtain answers to relevant questions regarding the available
visual programming approaches for IoT. These answers are:
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Fig. 2. Evolution of publications and number of visual approaches per year.

RQ1. What are the relevant VP approaches applied to distributed computation and
orchestration in IoT? From the analyzed approaches in Section 3, we found
28 that share these concerns in IoT-scope;

RQ2. What architectures and tiers characterize the approaches found in RQ1? Ta-
bles 2 and 3 give an overview of the surveyed approaches characteristics. Our
analysis (Section 3.1) concludes most of them have a centralized architecture
and work in the Cloud tier;

RQ3. What was the evolution of VP approaches applied to IoT over the years
focusing on its decentralized operation? As seen in Section 3.1 and Fig. 2,
some approaches share this concern since 2003, though 2017–2018 saw a
significant increase in publications focusing on it.

4 Visually-defined Distributed Computing

From the analyzed approaches, we found four trying to tackle visual and decen-
tralized orchestration in IoT. We discuss them in the following subsections.

Table 3. Characterization of the visual programming approaches for IoT [47].

Tool Scope3 Centralized License Tier Scalability Programming Web-based

Node-Red [39] * Yes Apache v2 Cloud/Edge High Hybrid Yes
NETLab Toolkit [38] N/A N/A GPL Edge2 N/A Hybrid Yes
NooDL [40] * N/A NooDL1 Cloud2 N/A Hybrid No
DGLux5 [40] * N/A DGLux Cloud/Fog2 High2 Purely visual No
AT&T Flow Designer [3] * N/A GPL v3 Cloud2 High2 Hybrid Yes
GraspIO [32] EDU N/A BSD Cloud2 N/A Purely visual No
Wyliodrin [55] * N/A GPL v3 All2 N/A Hybrid Yes
Zenodys [12] * N/A GPL v3 Cloud2 High2 Hybrid Yes

1 Available at https://www.noodl.net/eula
2 Certainty regarding this information is low.
3 Several (*), Education (EDU), and Not Available (N/A).
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4.1 DDF

WoTFlow [7], DDF [41], and subsequent works [31, 30] are systems extending
Node-RED and focusing on Smart Cities. Their goal is to make it more suit-
able for developing fog-based applications that are context-dependent on edge
devices where they operate. DDF starts by implementing D-NR (Distributed
Node-RED), which contains processes that can run across devices in local net-
works and servers in the Cloud. The application, called flow, is built with a VP
environment, running in a development server. All the other devices running
D-NR subscribe to an MQTT topic that contains the status of the flow. When a
flow is deployed, all devices running D-NR are notified and subsequently analyze
the given flow. Based on a set of constraints, they decide which nodes they may
need to deploy locally and which sub-flow (parts of a flow) must be shared with
other devices. Each device has characteristics, from its computational resources,
such as bandwidth and available storage, to its location. The developer can insert
constraints into the flow by specifying which device a sub-flow must be deployed
in or the computational resources needed. Further, each device must be inserted
manually into the system by a technician.

Subsequent work focused on support for the Smart Cities domain, including
the deployment of multiple instances of devices running the same sub-flow and
the support for more complex deployment constraints of the application flow [31].
The developer can specify requirements for each node on device identification,
computing resources needed (CPU and memory), and physical location. In ad-
dition to these improvements, the coordination between nodes in the fog was
tackled by introducing a coordinator node. This node is responsible for synchro-
nizing the device’s context with the one given by the centralized coordinator.
Recent work [30], support for CPSCN (Cyber-Physical Social Computing and
Networking) was implemented, making it possible to facilitate the development
of large scale CPSCN applications. Additionally, to make this possible, the con-
textual data and application data were separated so that the application data is
only used for computation activities. The contextual data is used to coordinate
the communication between those activities.

4.2 uFlow and FogFlow

Szydlo et al. [48] focused on the transformation and decomposition of data flow.
Parts of the flow can be translated into executable parts, such as Lua. Their con-
tribution includes data flow transformation concepts, a new portable run-time
environment (uFlow) targetting resource-constrained embedded devices, and its
integration with Node-RED. Their solution transforms a given data flow by al-
lowing the developer to choose the computing operations run on the devices.
These operations are implemented using uFlow. The communication between
the devices requires a Cloud layer, without support for peer-to-device communi-
cation. The results are promising, showing a decrease in the number of measure-
ments made by the sensors. However, there is room for improvement w.r.t. the
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automatic decomposition and partitioning of the initial flow, and detecting cur-
rent conditions in deciding when to move computations between fog and cloud.
Later, the authors proposed FogFlow[48], which enables the decomposition into
heterogeneous IoT environments according to a chosen decomposition schema.
To achieve a certain level of decentralization and heterogeneity, they abstract the
application definition from its architecture and rely on graph representations to
provide an unambiguous, well-defined computation model. The application defi-
nition is infrastructure-independent and only contains data processing logic, and
its execution should be possible on different sets of devices with different capa-
bilities. Several algorithms for flow decomposition are mentioned [37, 33], but
none were explored/provided results.

4.3 FogFlow (yet another)

A different tool with the same name FogFlow by Cheng et al. [16, 15] proposes
a standards-based programming model for Fog Computing and scalable context
management. The authors start by extending the dataflow programming model
with hints to facilitate the development of fog applications. The scalable context
management introduces a distributed approach, which allows overcoming the
limits in a centralized context, achieving much better performance in throughput,
response time, and scalability. The FogFlow framework focuses on a Smart City
Platform use case, separated into three areas: (1) Service Management, typically
hosted in the Cloud, (2) Data Processing, present in cloud and edge devices,
and (3) Context Management, which is separated in a device discovery unit
hosted in the Cloud and IoT brokers scattered in Edge and Cloud. This was
later improved to empower infrastructure providers with an environment that
allows them to build decentralized IoT systems faster, with increased stability
and scalability. Dynamic data representing the IoT system flows are orchestrated
between sensors (Producers) and actuators (Consumers). An application is first
designed using the FogFlow Task Designer (a hybrid text and VP environment),
which outputs an abstraction called Service Template. This abstraction contains
details about the resources needed for each part of the system. Once the Service
Template is submitted, the framework determines how to instantiate it using
the context data available. Each task is associated with an operator (a Docker
image), and its assignment is based on (1) how many resources are available
on each edge node, (2) the location of data sources, and (3) the prediction of
workload. Edge nodes are autonomous since they can make their own decisions
based on their local context without relying on the central Cloud. Obviously, the
dependency in Docker completely discards constrained devices.

4.4 DDFlow

DDFlow [41], presents another distributed approach by extending Node-RED with
a system run-time that supports dynamic scaling and adaption of application
deployments. The distributed system coordinator maintains the state and assigns
tasks to available devices, minimizing end-to-end latency. Dataflow notions of
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Table 4. IoT decentralized visual programming approaches and their characteristics.

Tool Leveraging
edge devices

Communication
capabilities

Open-
source

Computation
decomposition

Run-time
adaptation

DDF [30] Limited1 Yes Yes Limited2 Yes
uFlow [48] Yes Limited3 No Limited2 Limited3

FogFlow [15] Yes N/A Yes Limited2 Yes
DDFlow [41] Limited4 Yes No Limited2 Yes

1 Assumes all devices run Node-RED (doesn’t apply to constrained devices).
2 Does not specify the algorithm used.
3 Communication between devices is made through the cloud (Internet-dependent).
4 Assumes all devices have a list of specific services they can provide.

node and wire are expanded, with a node in DDFlow representing an instantiation
of a task deployed in a device, receiving inputs and generating outputs. Nodes can
be constrained in their assignment by optional parameters, Device, and Region,
inserted by the developer. A wire connects two or more nodes and can have three
types: Stream (one-to-one), Broadcast (one-to-many), and Unite (many-to-one).

In a DDFlow system, each device has a set of capabilities and a list of ser-
vices that correspond to an implementation of a Node. The devices communicate
this information through their Device Manager or a proxy if it is a constrained
device. The coordinator is a web server responsible for managing the DDFlow

applications. It is composed of: (1) a VP environment where DDFlow application
are built, (2) a Deployment Manager that communicates with the Device Man-
agers of the devices, and (3) a Placement Solver, responsible for decomposing
and assigning tasks to the available devices. When an application is deployed, a
network topology graph and a task graph are constructed based on the real-time
information retrieved from the devices. The coordinator proceeds with mapping
tasks to devices by minimizing the task graph’s end-to-end latency of the longest
path. Dynamic adaptation is supported by monitoring the system; if changes in
the network are detected, such as the failure or disconnection of a device, adjust-
ments in the assignment of tasks are made. The coordinator can also be replicated
into many devices to improve the system’s reliability and fault-tolerance. They
show DDFlow recovering from network degradation or device overload, whereas
in a centralized system this would likely cause its (total) failure.

5 Conclusion

The mentioned approaches were characterized based on their mentions or sup-
port for the following features and characteristics:

Leveraging edge devices. A decentralized architecture takes advantage of the
computational power of the devices in the network, assigning them tasks.
However, some approaches have limitations on the type of supported devices
or only focus on the Fog tier and not Edge;
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Communication capabilities. The orchestrator must know each device’s ca-
pabilities so that it can make informed decisions regarding the decomposition
and assignment of tasks;

Open-source. The license of software or tool is essential in terms of its usability.
Open-source allows access to the code, making it possible for its analysis,
improvement, and reuse;

Computation decomposition. To implement a decentralized architecture, it
is important to decompose the computation of the system into independent
and logical tasks that can be assigned to devices. This is made using algo-
rithms, which can be specified or mentioned;

Run-time adaptation. A system needs to adapt to run-time changes, such as
non-availability of devices or even network failure. The system notices these
events and can take action to circumvent the problems and keep functioning;

From the analysis of Table 4, we can conclude that the current research for
visual programming approaches that leverage the decentralized nature of IoT
is incomplete. All the surveyed approaches leverage the devices in the network
but in a different way. DFF assumes that all devices run Node-RED, limiting the
types of devices used. FogFlow and uFlow are the only ones that specify how
they truly leverage constrained devices, with the transformation of sub-flows into
Lua code. DDFlow assumes that all devices have a list of specific services they can
provide that should match the node assigned to them. Regarding the method
used to decompose and assign computations to the available devices, DDFlow
describes the process using the longest path algorithm focused on reducing end-
to-end latency between devices. FogFlow and uFlow mention several algorithms
that could be used but do not specify which one was implemented. Both DDF

and FogFlow do not specify the algorithm used besides some constraints but
are the only ones with accessible source code and an open-source license. All
the surveyed approaches claim to support run-time adaptation to changes in the
system, such as device failures.
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